Community Room Supplemental Guidelines related to COVID-19

Per CDC recommendations related to larger gatherings of people from various households, the following guidelines are in place for use of the CFNEIA Community Room:

Guests are asked to stay home if not feeling well.

Guests who are not fully vaccinated and have been exposed recently to COVID-19 should also remain home for the CDC recommended quarantine period (CDC link to quarantining information [here]).

Masks are required for individuals not yet fully vaccinated and attending meeting.

Hand hygiene and social distancing continue to be recommended within the building.

Food is allowed for meetings, but should be contained to the Community Room space. The kitchen/staff lounge is not yet open for public use. When providing food for meetings, individual pre-packaged snacks or boxed lunches are recommended, however buffet style meals are an option if served. For meals being served, hand hygiene and mask wearing by servers is required.

Restrooms are available for use (keep in mind social distancing requirement, if lines form).

Meeting coordinator is asked to wipe down publicly used spaces within the Community Room after room use is complete (supplies available on the counter).

Hybrid Meeting technology that will allow for on-site and virtual attendees is not yet available, but is anticipated in the near future. Stay tuned!
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